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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Roads and Maritime Services is proposing to provide extra traffic lanes and a pedestrian crossing
at the intersection of Woodville Road and Guildford Road.
The proposal would improve traffic flow and safety by reducing congestion at the intersection. It is
explained in Figure 1 and includes:
• Modifying the lane configuration on the Guildford Road approaches to Woodville Road so that:
• The kerb lane is made into a dedicated left turn lane
• Lane two is made into a dedicated through lane
• A dedicated 60-70 metre right turn lane is provided by reducing the lane width of the
existing two lanes and narrowing the departure lanes into a single departure lane
• Providing a fourth pedestrian crossing across the northern approach to the intersection on
Woodville Road
• The removal of 15 car parking spaces.
No change is proposed to the operation of the traffic lights at the intersection.
Figure 1 – proposal overview
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The proposal is part of the NSW Government’s $246 million Pinch Point Program, which aims to
reduce delays, manage congestion and maintain travel times on Sydney’s main roads particularly
during weekday peak periods.
Roads and Maritime invited community and stakeholder feedback on the proposal in July 2014. We
distributed 3,000 letters in the local area inviting feedback, a media release and carried out
doorknocking near the intersection.
We received comments from 13 people and organisations. Of these:
•
Five supported the proposal entirely
•
Two supported the proposal conditionally
•
One supported the fourth pedestrian crossing but opposed the change to lane configurations
•
Two did not comment on the proposal but made suggestions additional to the proposal
•
Two requested more information on the proposal
•
One was unclear as to whether it supported or opposed the proposal, but did raise some
issues
•
Ten commented on the need for safety improvements at the intersection.
Roads and Maritime considered all feedback in deciding to proceed with the proposal.
Roads and Maritime would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who provided comments
on this proposal and to the community and stakeholders for considering the project. We have
provided responses to all feedback through this report (that will be available on our website
www.rms.nsw.gov.au) and directly to the people and organisations who made comments.
On the basis of the community consultation, no changes to the proposal are required. Roads and
Maritime has decided to proceed to detailed design and environmental assessment for this
proposal.
The community will be informed of any changes to the design, construction timeframes and
impacts.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Vehicles on Guildford Road travelling through the Woodville Road intersection are delayed by
vehicles waiting to turn left or right and occupying both lanes. This causes long delays on both
Woodville Road and Guildford Road. Several accidents have occurred at the intersection due to
the minimal sight distance for vehicles turning right out of Guildford Road.
The proposal is to provide extra traffic lanes and a pedestrian crossing at the intersection of
Woodville Road and Guildford Road. No change is proposed to the operation of the traffic lights at
the intersection.
As part of the State Infrastructure Strategy 2012, the NSW Government identified upgrading and
improving the efficiency of urban roads as a priority. This includes upgrading major roads to
address bottlenecks and pinch points – improving safety and efficiency of the roads. Roads and
Maritime has identified Woodville Road as a pinch point corridor. The proposal would improve
travel times, reduce congestion and improve safety.

1.2 The proposal
The proposal is part of the NSW Government’s $246 million Pinch Point Program, which aims to
reduce delays, manage congestion and maintain travel times on Sydney’s main roads particularly
during weekday peak periods.
The proposal aims to:
• Increase travel throughput for Woodville Road and Guildford Road
• Reduce delays and queue lengths on Woodville Road
• Reduce delays for motorists at the intersection
• Improve safety for vehicles turning right out of Guildford Road
• Improve pedestrian access and safety
• Improve safety for motorists travelling along Guildford Road
• Provide a cost-effective solution
• Minimise any environmental impacts.
The proposal involves:
• Modifying the lane configuration on the Guildford Road approaches to Woodville Road so that:
• The kerb lane is made into a dedicated left turn lane
• Lane two is made into a dedicated through lane
• A dedicated 60-70 metre right-turn lane is provided by reducing the lane width of the
existing two lanes and narrowing the departure lanes into a single departure lane
• Providing a fourth pedestrian crossing across the northern approach to the intersection on
Woodville Road
• Removing the existing concrete medians on Guildford Road at both approaches to the
Woodville Road intersection
• Resurfacing Guildford Road, either side of the centre median
• Relocating the light poles, traffic poles and traffic loops
• Adjusting kerbs and existing pedestrian crossings
• Reinstating line and arrow markings.
Narrowing the departure lanes to provide an extra lane on approach to the intersection would
mean the loss of about 15 parking spaces on Guildford Road.
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2.0 CONSULTATION APPROACH
2.1 Consultation objectives
We consulted with the community and key stakeholders on the preliminary concept design to:
• Seek comments, feedback, ideas and suggestions for Roads and Maritime to consider when
developing the proposal
• Inform the development of the environmental assessment known as the review of environmental
factors
• Build a database of interested community members Roads and Maritime can continue to
engage during the proposal’s development.

2.2 How consultation was done
Consultation was open from 23 August 2014 to 25 July 2014. Community members and
stakeholders were encouraged to provide feedback and leave comments via mail, email or phone.
A letter inviting feedback (see Appendix 1) was:
• Delivered to 3,000 properties in the vicinity of the proposal (see Appendix 2)
• Direct mailed or emailed to emergency services, schools and universities, large businesses,
religious centres and community groups in the local area
• Emailed to government agencies.
We also distributed a media release to local and Sydney metropolitan media outlets and
doorknocked residents living near the intersection.

3.0 CONSULTATION SUMMARY
3.1 Overview
Roads and Maritime received comments from 13 people and organisations. Of these:
• Five supported the proposal entirely
• Two supported the proposal conditionally
• One supported the fourth pedestrian crossing, but opposed the change to lane configurations
• Two did not comment on the proposal, but made suggestions additional to the proposal
• Two requested more information on the proposal
• One was unclear as to whether it supported or opposed the proposal, but did raise some issues.
• Ten commented on the need for safety improvements at the intersection.
Comments were received from eight residents, two government and transport stakeholders and
two unidentified respondents.
Feedback was received on:
• The potential impacts on bus services
• The appropriateness of the lane configuration
• The removal of parking
• Safety concerns
• Congestion.
Concerns and suggestions not within the Roads and Maritime area of responsibility were
forwarded to the relevant authorities.
Discussions on some matters are ongoing with bus operators, Transport for NSW, Parramatta City
Council and police.
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3.2 Feedback summary and Roads and Maritime responses
Feedback received from the community and the Roads and Maritime response is summarised in
Table 1.
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Table 1 Feedback summary
Number of
submissions
(submission
ID number)
BUSES
1 (3)

DESIGN
3 (5, 7, 8, 12)

1 (8)

PARKING
1 (10, 8)

1 (11)

Issue raised

Roads and Maritime response

Proposal may make it difficult for buses on Route
906 trying to merge into the through lane from
the bus stop eastbound on Guildford Road, west
of the Woodville Road intersection.
The bus stop zones need to be more clearly
defined.

Roads and Maritime is continuing to consult the bus operator and relevant authorities to
confirm appropriate locations for impacted bus stops. The bus merge movement would be
monitored following implementation and any identified issues would be addressed in
consultation with Council and Transport for NSW.
This suggestion will be implemented subject to approval by the Local Area Traffic
Committee, which includes representatives from Council, NSW Police, Roads and
Maritime Services and bus operators.

A dedicated right-turn phase at the traffic lights is
needed.
Will the traffic lights be phased differently?
Will there be a dedicated right-turn phase for
vehicles turning into Woodville Road from
Guildford Road?
Combine the left turn and straight through lane to
only have two lanes on the approach to the
intersection.

We do not plan to change the traffic light phasing. It is anticipated that safety would be
improved by separating the traffic turning right from the through traffic.

Loss of parking.
Allow parking at night.

In order to reduce congestion at the intersection, we need to make the parking lanes traffic
lanes. It is noted that properties along this road have off-street parking facilities and nearby
on-street parking is available.
The sight distance for vehicles turning into Guildford Road from side streets would be
improved as a result of the parking removals, resulting in improved safety. No changes are
currently proposed to parking in side streets.

Eliminating parking may force road users to park
in residential streets such as Grassmere Street
and Lough Avenue. This would greatly impact on
the manoeuvrability on these streets, creating a
narrower road and increasing risks when entering
and exiting the roads due to visibility.

The intersection would be monitored following implementation and any identified safety
risks would be addressed.
The current configuration of the intersection is two lanes. We have reviewed this
suggestion and our modelling shows the suggestion to combine the left and the through
lane would not improve efficiency at the intersection.

SAFETY
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1 (10)

Reduced safety as the proposed reduced width
of the lanes will mean the resident will be
blocking more lanes when reversing into their
property.

CONGESTION
1 (10)
Increased congestion on Guildford Road

1 (11)

Residents of Lough Avenue will have to wait in
order to enter via Guildford Road creating
congestion after passing Woodville Road
ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS
1 (1)
Install pedestrian crossing across Guildford Road
at Grassmere Street

1 (10)

1 (12, 13)

Construct an overpass on Parramatta Road,
Auburn over the rail track, west of the James
Ruse Drive intersection to improve traffic flow
Install traffic calming devices such as
roundabouts or speed humps along the southern
side of Guildford Road to improve the safety of
vehicles exiting Lough Avenue, Rowley Road
and Hinchen Street; Consider 'Keep clear'
markings on Guildford Road at Lough Avenue as
residents cannot enter Lough Avenue due to
queued vehicles.

We are proposing to reduce the lane width by less than a metre, leaving a final lane width
of at least five metres, which is more than a standard lane and a half. Road users are
required to exercise caution and good judgement when entering and exiting their property
and wait for a safe opportunity to do so.
The proposed improvements are designed to improve safety and traffic flow for existing
road users. We do not anticipate an increase in traffic on Guildford Road as a result of the
proposal. Our modelling shows that the proposal would not increase delays and would
improve traffic flow on Guildford Road.
Two lane widths will remain on Guildford Road westbound at the Lough Avenue
intersection, so no changes to existing conditions at this intersection are proposed.

A new pedestrian crossing is proposed at the northern leg of the Woodville Road and
Guildford Road intersection to improve accessibility. Pedestrians are encouraged to use
this safe crossing point, 85 metres from Grassmere Street.
This suggestion has been referred to the Local Traffic Committee and Parramatta City
Council for consideration, because it involves the local road network. Roads and Maritime
will work with Council if required to seek a solution.
This project is focussed on improving traffic flow on Woodville Road and Guildford Road
and is not related to improving traffic flow at Parramatta Road, Auburn. Any provision of an
overpass would need to be investigated and considered separately from this proposal.
This suggestion has been referred to the Local Traffic Committee and Parramatta City
Council for consideration, because it involves the local road network. Roads and Maritime
will work with Council if required to seek a solution.
It is expected that the loss of parking on Guildford Road would improve safety by
increasing sight distance for vehicles turning into Guildford Road from side streets.
Modelling was done on Woodville and Guildford roads and this showed improved
throughput of vehicles on Guildford Road. This is expected to reduce the queuing of
vehicles on side streets.

The requests for further information made by the community, and the Roads and Maritime response to these requests, are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2 Requests for further information
Number of
Further information requested
submissions
(submission
identification
number)
1 (4)
Is there any provision for strengthening the road
pavement on Guildford Road, particularly the
asphalt shoulders, west of Woodville Road?
1 (4)
Concerns over the dynamic of vehicles
travelling along Guildford Road across
Woodville Road which are affected by the road
profile (steep road cross-falls etc). Does the
project include a review of the road profile?
1 (10)
Request for Environmental Impact Statement
and cost/benefit analysis

Roads and Maritime response

The asphalt sections of Guildford Road would be laid to the latest Roads and Maritime and
Australian Standards.
The road profile would change slightly, however there will be no significant change in profile.

The environmental assessment and cost/benefit analysis will be provided directly to the
respondent.
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CHANGES TO PROPOSAL – DECISION
On the basis of the community consultation, no changes to the proposal are required. Roads and
Maritime has decided to proceed to detailed design and environmental assessment for this project.

NEXT STEPS/WAY FORWARD
Roads and Maritime will finalise the detailed design for this project based on the concept design
proposed in community consultation. The community will be informed of any changes to the
design, construction timeframes and impacts.

APPENDIX
Appendix 1 Community letter
Appendix 2 Letterbox distribution area of community letter
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Appendix 1 Letter to the householder/business operator

Appendix 2 Proposal location and letterbox distribution area of community letter

 proposal location
 letterbox distribution area
https://maps.google.com.au/maps/ms?msid=203421918448807575453.0004fa935e4dc6fa4ff47&msa=0

